TERMS AND CONDITIONS – KNOWLEDGE PARTNERSHIP

On joining us as knowledge partner, we will –

• Publish your profile with photograph on a page dedicated to knowledge partners at www.devdiscourse.com
• Publish your insightful, crisp and punchy articles on developmental themes with your authorship and institutional affiliation hyperlinked to your profile at our website. (Subject to editorial discretion to maintain the quality of content)
• Disseminate your articles to even wider audience globally through social media platform such as Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook etc.

On joining us as knowledge partner, you are requested to –

• Send a reply e-mail to us confirming your willingness to join us as knowledge partner
• Send your professional profile (about 100 words) with a scanned photograph for publishing on page dedicated to knowledge partners at www.devdiscourse
• Contribute articles, photo essays and videos on the area(s) of your interest broadly related to developmental themes covered by Devdiscourse. The submission guidelines are as follows:

Articles
  o Article Title: An article title should not exceed 80 words.
  o Article Summary: An article summary should not exceed 120 words.
  o Article Length: Article length should be at least 250 words and maximum about 1000 words.
  o Links: Provide the URL if the article is listed in another source, or if you want to direct readers to a particular website.
  o Graphics: If graphics accompany the article, submit them as JPGs or GIFs only.

Photo Essays
  o Essay Title: An essay title should not exceed 80 words.
  o An Essay Summary: An essay summary should not exceed 120 words.
  o Photo Essay Length: Minimum 5 and maximum 10 photographs as JPGs or GIFs format only with a small narrative of maximum 80 words for each photograph.
  o Links: Provide the URL if the photo essay is listed in another source, or if you want to direct readers to a particular website.

Videos
  o Video Title: A video title should not exceed 80 words.
  o A Video Summary: A summary on content of view not exceeding 120 words.
  o Video Length: Minimum 3 minutes and maximum 10 minutes in JPGs or GIFs format only.
  o Links: Provide the URL if the photo essay is listed in another source, or if you want to direct readers to a particular website.